
LET’S GET READY TO READ
We can learn a lot about each other by asking questions. Before sitting down to read with your child, ask these  
questions to learn more about what and how he or she likes to read:

MY FAVORITE PLACES TO READ ARE:
☐ at the library  ☐ in bed  ☐ outside  ☐ at home ☐ at the beach  ☐ on bus  ☐ in the car  ☐ at the park  ☐ at school   
☐ other ___________________________________________________________________________________________   

MY FAVORITE TIMES TO READ ARE:
☐ morning ☐ afternoon  ☐ evening  ☐ before bed  ☐ weekends  ☐ other ______________________________________

MY FAVORITE PERSON TO READ WITH IS ________________________________________________________________

MY FAVORITE THINGS TO READ ABOUT ARE:
☐ animals  ☐ nature  ☐ families  ☐ kings and queens  ☐ outer space  ☐ sports  ☐ farms  ☐ monsters  ☐ school   ☐ food   
☐ fairy tales  ☐ insects   ☐ pirates  ☐ cars  ☐ birds ☐ trains ☐ dinosaurs  ☐ babies  ☐ boats  ☐ the jungle  ☐ the country  
☐ princesses ☐ other _________________________________________________________________________________

COMMON READING SKILLS BY AGE
When it comes to books and reading, it can be confusing to know what skills your child should be learning  
at each age. Here are some common skills kids generally learn by certain ages:

AGE  READING SKILL

3-4 • Likes to hear the same book over and 
    over again  
 • Knows how to open a book and turns one  
    page at a time  
 • Learns words for things around him/her  
 • Uses pictures to figure out what’s happening 
    in the story 
PreK • Understands that text goes from left to 
         right, top to bottom  
 • Learns the “Alphabet Song” and can name  
   10 letters in the alphabet  
 • Uses new words and puts together 
    longer sentences  
 • Answers open-ended questions about stories:  
    Why? How? What? 
Kindergarten • Knows parts of books (e.g., cover, title, author, illustrator.)  
 • Knows uppercase and lowercase letters  
 • Knows sounds of most letters  
 • Uses sophisticated vocabulary when talking 
 • Answers questions about stories he/she has heard  
 • Has learned to sit still and focus on the reading experience

AGE  READING SKILL

1st Grade • Reads one-syllable words  
 • Knows there’s a right way to spell words  
 • Blends sounds into words  
 • Follows simple written instructions  
 • States information learned while reading 
2nd Grade  • Reads words with one and two syllables  
 • Attempts larger words using sounds  
 • Reads with more speed  
 • Uses context to figure out new words 
 • Summarizes stories 
3rd Grade  • Continues to read with more speed 
  • Learns new words through daily reading  
 • Understands facts versus opinion  
  • Can explain what happens in a story and why 
 • Asks questions to figure out confusing words or plots  
 
  Contact Us!  
  Phone: 877-598-4633  
  Web: www.getSMARTOregon.org  
  Email: SMART@getsmartoregon.org

Reading is the gateway to learning, opening doors to faraway 
adventures, new possibilities and promising futures. Without strong 
reading skills, children will face challenges throughout their lives.

That’s why Reading Matters. And that’s why SMART helps thousands 
of Oregon children each year develop the skills and self-confidence 
they need to read and succeed.

We want your child to get the best possible start to reading this year, 
and to help with that, we’ll be sending information home in the books 
your child gets from the SMART program. 

Join us in showing kids that Reading Matters!


